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to but a. few hundredths of a. second, as a. minimum. In con
sequence of the variability of the coeffioient of the annual 
term a.bove·mentioned, the a.pparent a.verage period between 
1840 and 1855 approximated to 380 or 390 days; widely 
fluctuated from 1855 to 1865; from 1865 to 1885 was very 
nearly 427 day!'\, with minor fluctuations; afterwa.rds 
increased to nearly 440 days, and recently fell to somewb.a.t 
below 400 days. 
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THE mecha.nism of the solar system is independent of forces 
from "'ithout and is self-sufficing. And this, because it is 
surrounded on all sides by an immense void, whioh effeotuaJIy 
shuts off any gra.vitational interference of sensible amount on 
tho part of the hosts of heaven. The solar system is under the 
a.lmost absolute swa.y of the Sun, except for the small mutual 
perturba.tions of his attenda.nt satellites. It is well known 
that the prevailing view of sciene at present is in the main 
in accord with the theories of Laplace, that the mass of the 
sola.r system was in remote ages an enormous globe of nebu
lous matter, revolving very slowly from west to east. By 
oooling it contrs.cted, and because its moment of inertia. 
became thereby diminished, its rotational velooity increased, 
and when its rotational velocity exceeded a, oertain oritical 
point, centrifugal force overpowered centripetal, and rings 
were thrown off to form planets. The present distances 
therefore of the planets represent the lengths of the radii of 
this' primitive nebula at the moment when each partioular 
planet was abandoned. Their periods also represent the period 
()f rotation of the nebula. at the moment of their birth. It 
has generally been held, judging from the Sun's pl'tlsent period 
.of rotation, tha.t when it was as wide as the various planets' 
crbits, it would ha.ve rotated with like periods. Thus when. 
it extended out to Neptune's distance it rotated once in 164 

. years, when as wide as Saturn's orbit or Jupiter's orbit 0JlC& 

in 30 years and 12 years respectively. There would have been 
the same equilibrium between centrifugal and centripetal 
foroes as exist now, for a globe attracts as if it were condensed 
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into ita oentle. But of the density of a globe increa~(~ towards 
the centre, the inner particles will rotaLe ~uicker thlln .the ol1~l'r, 
dragging the outer particles along Wlt~ them,. mCl'l'i~S1llg 
their rotational motion, and hence theIr centl'lfng'1.1 force 
beyond the proportion of their distance from the centre, anti 
thus oa.nsing them to fly off at a tangent., wht'n thc~' would 
henceforward maintain their distance from the cmtn', in 
spite of furlher contraction on the part of the mnin muss. 
What existed before' this primitive enormously expanrll',l and 
diffused nebula whose density must have beel} I}('~\rl~' two 
thousand million times less than our atmOl\phel'l" who (,Illl 

say 1 All that ,can be safely asserted is that. its hC'at, and 
motion ud gra.vity, etc., could not have cauSG itself, but 
must have depended 'from the beginning "POll tIll' Prime 
A.uthor 'of all things, amongst which thitlgl:l is iJlC'lml~d thr. 
process we name Evolution. And further, the 1l1ech~misrn 
of the solar system is not all so obedient to tho Ul~LthcIMtical 
Ia.ws of Laplace as was once supposed. Since his time ObSl'f'·n.
tional instruments of much greater power have bCl'1l In rule , 
and consequently many hitherto unkIlOwn anomalies ill t hl" 
mechanism of the system.have been detected, which aN! i'till 
a sore puzzle to the ma.thematician. For exnlllpl(~, tIll' 
sawllites of the outermost -planets revolve in ~lIch a WU~· as to 
indioate that:the axis of their primaries were greatly di:;phlt'l':l 
at the time when they separated off. But how thdr nxh~ of 
rotation oould ever have been displaced whilst they Wl're 
revolving is indeed an enigma, for revolving bodies resiflt auy 
dispIa.eement of their plane of rotation. Again it has Iataly 
been discovered that the exterior sa.tellite of Saturn Itcttmlly 
revolves in the exact opposite direction from t.hat of all the 
other sa.tellities. It Beems impossible to account for this 
astounding phenomenon, otherwise than by supposing tho 
direction of Sa.turn's rotation to have once been the ()ppo~ite 
to what it is at present. And the force of tidal frietiOI1 is 
deemed by ~ome competent to have produced thh,l Rf,rikinq 
alteration, in spite of the fact that at the di!ltanrc of SlIturn 
its power is not the twenty.thousandth pa.rt of what it is at 
the Earth's distance from'the Sun. Thus when PhOt·b~ was 
thrown off from Saturn, he then had a. ra!lius of cinht million 
miles, and revolved in a peliod of a year an~ n half from east 
to west. When the next satellite Ia.petus became detaC'hed 
from SatuTI)" he was then revolving in eighty da\'~ which is 
the period of that satellite, but no longer from east to west .• 
but ~om west to e~! Again since Laplace's time the 
asterOlds have been discovered, which to a. great ext.ent set 
~t ,defia.nee the rules regulating the planeta,ry motions. both 
·m fe!!pect.o£ the eccentricity and inclination of their orbits
,Aga.m. there. is nothing m~re utterly perplexing to the mathe-
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maticiull than that the angular velocity of one of Mars' two 
~\Ioons should actually exceed that of Mars' himself. For 
it is contrary to ail known laws to suppose that Mars should 
have rotated with greater speed than at present. Again 
two slllall satellites of ,Tupiter have lately been disco'1erel 
far beyond the bounds of the Galilacan satellites, which 
outrage all the proprieties as hitherto 1ll!del'Stood of satellite 
motion. For, owing to the great difference of their eccen
tricities, they pass in and out of one another's orbits. Again 
quite recently it has been diseovered that the two la.rgest 
planet$ are slllToundEld by systems of asteroids, which resemble 
in many respects only on a smaller scale the Sun's asteroidal 
family which circulates between Mars and Jupiter. In both 
(lases they probably represent the abortive attempt at the 
formation of a planet, and travel in orbits of almost eV'ery 
inelination to the ecliptic. In fact it is remarkable that only 
bodies of small mass are perI!litted to move in orbits th~t 
.are greatly inclined to the" invariable plane" of the Bolar 
system. Otherwise, the equilibrium of the system would 
be jeopardized. Nevertheless it is a. moot point, whether 
the equilibrium really is stable or not. M. Poincare has 
recently investigated this question from a vigourous 
mathematical point of view, and his results have greatly 
shaken (lonfidence in the assertions of Lapla.oe (who 
be it remembered was utterly unacquainted in those 
da.ys with many important considera.tions whieh have since 
come to light) to the effect that in the long run all perturbations 
mut,ually compensate each other. Laplace maintained that 
the mean distances and p~ods of the membets of the sola.r 
~stem a.re free from secular disturbance. They are only 
afiectoo. by small periodic inequalities. In other words they 
are disturbed only by their relative positions in their orbits, 
and not by the position of the orbits themselves. It is n01' 
known, however, that perturbations are a.lso of the nature of 
secu1.a.r inequalities due to variations in the relative positions 
of lines of nodes and apsides, although the periods are very 
,great, ranging from tens to hundreds of thousands of year~. 
The short period planetary perturbation'S are almost negli
gible ..except in the case of the disturbance of Saturn by 
Jupiter, which amounts in favourable eircumsta?oes to the 
one hundred and thirtieth of the Sun's attractIon. Other 
perturba.tions never exceed a thousandth part of the S~n'B 
pull. Whilst the perturbations of Saturn are ll's much as 48 
minutes of arc, those of Mereury and Venus are only 15 and 
30 seconds respeotively, and those of our Earth oan range. up 
to one minute. The periodic perturbations of th~ asterOIds, 
however far exceed those of the planets, being several degrees. 
Laplace • has rightly shown that all sueh perturbations are 
nearly self-compensating after a few revolutions, and wholly 
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lIO within definite cycles of such periods. ThC' nodr.s of all 
planets are continuously regressing, and, with tlw ,o\itary 
.exception of Venus, the apsides are advancing. the pel'io<h of 
the former ranging irom 37 to 170 thousand YCtlrf;, and of the 
latter from 67 to over half a million of years. 'l'he inc·linations 
and eccentricities of planets' orbits are altlo cont inuollsly 
.changing, but only within very narrow limits, ~nd in a very 
irregular manner. The mean distances and perIOd;;;, hnwever, 
are constant. And since the revolution of p('rihelia and 
the nodes cannot affect the stability of the solar system, and 
the changes of inclinations and eccentricities are of in:mffideut 
amount to do so, we may say in general that from this point 
·of view the system is one of stable equilibri1tm. The funda
mental plane of the system (to which the ecliptic if; no,," in
dined two degrees) is invariable. And it can be shown that 
if the planets be project-ed upon it, the sum of tIll' pruuucts 
of the planets' masses into the areas which their radii v('etores 
describe upon "this plane in a unit of time ",ill be n. maximum. 
Also that the sum of the product of the planets' !nnESt!~ into 
the square root of their orbital semi-axes major inuIt iplied 
by either the square of their orbital eccentricities or by the 
square <If the tangent of the inclination of the planet'H orbit 
to the fundamental plane (If the system will be (!OIJ~tant. 
Hence no eccentricities can become very great, and when some 
are increasing, others must be correspondingly dccrl·a~in~. 
Nevertheless, as the eminent French mathematician Poincar.; 
has lately demonstrated, recent discoveries ha.ve ~nd!'red 
the confident conclusions of Laplace in regard to t.he indefinite 
stability of the solar system no longer tenable. For example, 
the .solar system is being subjected to a continuous diminution 
of its '!!i$ viva as the effect of tidal friction. ThuR tht, force 
~hich is effective in accelerating the Moon's orhital vl..locity: 
lS actua.lly less than 4 per cent. of that which dimilli:;;hes 
the ~arth's axial velocity. Over 96 per cent., thC'refore, 
of thIS force must be lost dynamically to the system to be
come converted into some other form of energy. Allotil('r 
secular cause of the final destruction of the stability of tho 
sol~r s~stem may lie in the property of a. " resi:-;ting m"t-:tlillnl " 
whic? lllterplaneta~y space seems to pOSSeR!!, as a rC!iult of 
the lmmense quantIty of refuse cosmic matwr therein dt~rived 
from cometary and meteoric disintegration, a.nd alilo perhaps 
from solar and even planetary ejections. 
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